Cabbage
Yeah, reviewing a book cabbage could grow your near friends listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, endowment does not suggest that you have astonishing points.
Comprehending as without difficulty as understanding even more than additional will come up with the money for each success. neighboring to, the proclamation as without difficulty as insight of this cabbage can be taken
as with ease as picked to act.

Cabbage Recipes Chapter 2: Napa Cabbage Recipes Chapter 3: Red Cabbage Recipes Chapter 4: Savoy
Cabbage Recipes for a Healthy Cabbage Diet Martha Stone 2017-01-06 Cabbage is a vegetable with many

Cabbage Recipes Chapter 5: Awesome Cabbage Recipes Although this isn't a vegetarian book, the recipes

nutritional and medicinal qualities. Yet it does not make much of our diet because of its cooking odor or its

are angled in such a way that encourages people to eat less meat and more fruits and vegetables, and it

difficult digestion but what people don't realize is that it has numerous benefits and virtues for health. The

presents a variety of vegan choices. There's also an attempt to meet certain dietary requirements. Midway

ancestor of the many varieties that we know today was wild like many other vegetables that we know today

through writing this "365 Yummy Cabbage Recipes", I had to begin a strict detox program after suffering from

and it appeared several thousand years ago, before being domesticated about 2000 years ago. The wild

parasite infestation. I consulted a nutritionist who provided me with a list of foods to avoid such as dairy,

variety is still found on the rocky coasts of the Mediterranean, in northern Spain and south western France. All

sugar, and wheat. I was also given a list of foods I MUST EAT. Loads of fruit and vegetables were at the top

cabbages of our daily consumption, green, white, red, etc. are cruciferous plants, that is to say, presenting a

of the nutritionist's list. And they worked! Most of the recipes in this book came from my detox program. I

flower with four petals, having the shape of a cross. They have a thick stem and green and gray leaves.

strongly believe in a healthy balance. Sometimes, everyone needs a slice of the cake.You also see more

There are so many varieties of cabbage available - chose according your taste. The cabbage is rich in vitamin

different types of recipes such as: Chinese Soup Cookbook Asian Salad Cookbook Tomato Soup Recipe

C. It has invigorating virtues by covering 50% of our needs for vitamins B1 for the transmission of nerve

Coleslaw Cookbook Healthy Salad Dressing Recipe Summer Salads Cookbook Cabbage Cookbook ✩

impulses and vitamins A and E, which are antioxidants. It is also a source of minerals like potassium, which

DOWNLOAD FREE eBook (PDF) included FULL of ILLUSTRATIONS for EVERY RECIPES right after

allows us to stay in shape all winter. Rich in fibers, it acts on difficult transits. In addition to being a healthy

conclusion ✩I really hope that each book in the series will be always your best friend in your little kitchen.Let's

and balanced food, cabbage is an ally for shape and line. It has as well medicinal properties against gastric

live happily and eat fruit and vegetable every day!Enjoy the book,

ulcers, gout, muscle pain or alcoholism and so on. It is not only healthy but can bring amazing taste to your

Tasty Recipe Ideas With Cabbage Peter Froeschle 2021-07-13 Cabbage is one of those unsung heroes in the

table and amaze your family and friends if cooked property. Really, I could go on forever with all the good

kitchen that, thanks to kimchi and sauerkraut has become quite cool lately. Other than around mid-March, you

benefits that the cabbage has to offer, so get this cabbage cookbook and start having the richness and

might not think too much about cabbage. But you should: It's actually one of the most versatile veggies in

benefits that all this cabbage recipes offer you and start cooking.

your arsenal. If you're just reserving it for slaws and salads, it's time to broaden your horizons and discover

Cabbage, Cauliflower Charles Allen 2008-11-01 ""Charles Allen's 1901 work is a comprehensive source of

some of the amazingly delicious things a simple head of cabbage can do. In this book, you will learn: -

information on cultivating the various vegetables of the Brassicaceae or Cruciferae family, which includes

Creative ways to whip up cabbage dishes. -New recipes that you can recreate at home. -Tip and tricks on

cabbage, cauliflower, broccoli, and brussels sprouts.""

how to cook cabbage.

365 Yummy Cabbage Recipes Kathy Hesse 2020-09-15 If you're living a sedentary or inactive lifestyle, this

The Giant Cabbage Chérie B. Stihler 2003 Moose grows an enormous cabbage, sure to win a prize at the fair,

book might INSPIRE you to eat more Fruit and Vegetable!✩ Read this book for FREE on the Kindle Unlimited

but needs the help of all his friends to load it onto a truck in this Alaskan version of a Russian folktale.

NOW! ✩Let's discover the book "365 Yummy Cabbage Recipes" in the parts listed below: Chapter 1: Green

Market Diseases of Cabbage, Cauliflower, Turnips, Cucumbers, Melons, and Related Crops Glen Blaine
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Ramsey 1961

healthy. Since all of us wants to have a good health and meaningful life, in the book "Hello! 365 Cabbage

Cabbage Meg Muckenhoupt 2018-08-15 Cabbage has as many faces as it does leafy furbelows. How could a

Recipes: Best Cabbage Cookbook Ever For Beginners", I have written a variety of fruits and vegetables

vegetable be so beloved, so universal, and at the same time so disdained? One of the oldest crops in the

recipes that you can prepare daily. In this cookbook, I have made the process exciting for you and I'm sure

world, cabbage has for millennia provided European and Asian peoples with vitamins A and C . . . and

that you will change the way you think about eating fruits and vegetables. Let this be a good start to a healthy

babies—a belief lent credence by folktales about infants found “under a cabbage leaf” as well as

life with the following part: Chapter 1: Red Cabbage Recipes Chapter 2: Savoy Cabbage Recipes Chapter 3:

contemporary Cabbage Patch Kids. Cabbage is both a badge of poverty and an emblem of national pride; a

Green Cabbage Recipes Chapter 4: Napa Cabbage Recipes Chapter 5: Amazing Cabbage Recipes It is very

food derided as cheap, common, and crass, and an essential ingredient in iconic dishes from sauerkraut to

clear that fruits and vegetables are vital in our daily diet. Anyone can reap the benefits by eating more fruits

kimchi. Cabbage is also easy to grow, because it contains sulfurous compounds that repel insect pests in the

and vegetables. It would be important to eat different kinds of fruits and vegetables in order to get all the

wild—and human diners who smell its distinctive aroma. We can’t live without cabbage, but we don’t want to

nutrients you need. Always add 2 servings of fruit and 5 servings of vegetables each day to maintain a

stand downwind of it, and in this lively book, Meg Muckenhoupt traces this culinary paradox. From senators’

healthy lifestyle.There are more recipe types of fruits and vegetables in the series such us: Bean And Pea

speeches in ancient Rome to South Korean astronauts’ luggage, she explores the cultural and chemical basis

Recipes Fruit Recipes Mushrooms Recipes Vegetable Recipes Cabbage Cookbook Chinese Soup Cookbook

for cabbage’s smelly reputation and enduring popularity. Filled with fascinating facts and recipes for

Asian Salad Cookbook Summer Salads Cookbook Tomato Soup Recipe Healthy Salad Dressing Recipe

everything from French cabbage soup to sauerkraut chocolate cake, Cabbage is essential reading for both

Coleslaw Cookbook ... ✩ Purchase the Print Edition & RECEIVE a digital copy FREE via Kindle MatchBook

food lovers and historians around the globe—and anyone craving their daily dose of leafy greens.

✩Thank you for your support and for choosing "Hello! 365 Cabbage Recipes: Best Cabbage Cookbook Ever

Preparation of Cabbage for Market Raymond Leslie Spangler 1956

For Beginners". Let this be an inspiration when preparing food in your kitchen. It would be lovely to know your

The Cabbage Chef Kimberly Hansan 2014-12-21 ** The Ultimate Cabbage Recipe Guide ** Cabbage is a

baking story in the comments sections below.

strong and easy to grow vegetable. It inexpensive, and is found in almost all parts of the world. Cabbage has

Cabbage and Cauliflower AGRIHORTICO 2019-05-24 Cabbage is one of the most popular winter vegetables

been known throughout the ages, both for its nutritional values, and for its medicinal values. It has recently

in the tropics. Cabbage is used for making various vegetable preparations, salads, pickles and vegetable

become recognized that it can reduce the risk of certain forms of cancer. We have collected over 30 of the

soups. Cabbage is believed to be originated in the coastal southern and western Europe. Cauliflower plant is

most delicious and best selling recipes from around the world. Enjoy! - Did You Know - Cabbage contains

grown for its white tender heads called ‘curds’; it is grown as a winter vegetable in tropics and subtropics. It is

more Vitamin C than an Orange. Cabbage is a good detoxifier, it purifies the blood and removes toxins.

a biennial plant like other Brassica vegetables but grown as an annual for vegetable purposes. It is grown as

Cabbage is a very low-calorie food. One cup of chopped, raw cabbage contains only 21 calories. Cabbage is

a biennial crop for seed production purposes. Cauliflower curd is a highly modified flower stalk (stalk of the

very rich in fiber and is a good cure for constipation and related problems. Take a peek at some of the

inflorescence); no part of the flower/inflorescence is apparent in a curd. Cauliflower curds are used as a

recipes you can find inside! Cabbage Tamales Hot & Sour Cabbage Soup Cabbage Burger Balls Delicious

vegetable in curries and soups. Curds are also used for pickling purposes.

Cabbage Stew Fried Cabbage Texas Style Introduce Cabbage into your diet today! Scroll Up & Grab Your

Fast And Easy Cabbage Recipes Malik Swift 2021-08-09 How many ways can you prepare Cabbage? Let's

Copy NOW!

learn the easiest.. Come take a journey with me into the delights of easy cooking. The point of this cookbook

Journal of Experimental Psychology 1921

and all my cookbooks is to exemplify the effortless nature of cooking simply. In this book, you will discover: -

Hello! 365 Cabbage Recipes MS Fruit 2020-02-28 Congratulate You For Taking The First Step To A Healthy

Appetizers and Sides - Cabbage Fritters - Cabbage Puff Pastries Triangles - Corned Beef Cabbage Dip -

Life With Fruits And Vegetables!✩★✩ Read this book for FREE on the Kindle Unlimited NOW DOWNLOAD

Crispy Cabbage Pancakes with Homemade Dipping Sauce - Duck Tacos with Tomato-Cilantro Sauce - And

FREE eBook (PDF) included ILLUSTRATIONS of 365 Cabbage Recipes right after conclusion! ✩★✩I know

so much more! Get your copy today!

that you are not just here to read different fruits and vegetables recipes, but also to learn on how to be

Cabbage Recipes Ted Alling 2020-03-19 This book, 30 recipes of cabbages takes you to a whole new level
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about cabbages. This book makes you learn a whole lot about cabbages from stir fried to roasted to broiled to

Dakota in 1908, my Mother, Aunts, other family members, friends, and me28 different cabbage recipes

cooked recipes, this book also includes an amazing variety of cabbages. In this book, you will find 30

Gardeners Guide to Growing Cabbage in the Vegetable Garden Paul R. Wonning Gardeners Guide to the

authentic and full proof recipes of cabbages and how to include cabbages in your daily foods. It is now time

Growing Cabbage in the Vegetable Garden is an excellent vegetable garden guide for the garden beginner as

to see cabbages as more than just a vegetable. This book helps you to use cabbages in more interesting and

well as the veteran gardener. Gardeners will find sections on growing, pickling, fermenting and canning

healthy ways rather than consuming just the boring raw cabbages alone. It takes you to an expert level and

cabbage. Planting, culture, harvest and storage of cabbage is covered as well. culture, vegetable, beginner,

teaches you many recipes that you can do so easily make at your home. This book consists of many

Library of Congress Subject Headings Library of Congress 1992

cabbage recipes some of which are roasted cabbage, cabbage coleslaw, potato, parsnip and cabbage soup,

The Imported Cabbage Worm and the Cabbage Aphis John Robert Parker 1913

Russian style cabbage, Danish style cabbage, carrot cabbage and potato soup, sweet and sour red cabbage,

Schrodinger's Book of Cats and Cabbages Jane Shaw Holiday 2008-01-01

saut?ed red cabbage, simple Mexican coleslaw, cabbage coleslaw with Italian dressing, cabbage on the grill,

The New Cabbage Soup Diet Margaret Danbrot 1997-02-15 Lose up to 10 pounds in 7 days and never feel

cabbage coleslaw with hot vinaigrette, curtido cabbage salad and many more. Get this book as fast as you

hungry.

can and avail all these recipes of cabbages which you will get from no other book. We wish you a happy

Cabbages and Cauliflowers: how to Grow Them James John Howard Gregory 1907

reading!

Cabbage Greats Jo Franks 2012-03 You'll love this book, the recipes are easy, the ingredients are easy to get

Cabbage Diseases Leonard Lee Harter 1923

and they don't take long to make. Foodlovers turn to Cabbage Greats for information and inspiration.

The Cabbage Root Maggot Mark Vernon Slingerland 1894

Everything is in here, from the proverbial soup to nuts: Hour Cabbage Slaw, Abidjan Cabbage Salad, Asian

Cabbage and Cauliflower Agrihortico CPL 2021-03-19 Cabbage is one of the most popular winter vegetables

Cabbage Salad With Cucumber & Peanuts, Asian Pear-Cabbage Salad, Bacon, Cabbage And Pasta Soup,

in the tropics. Cabbage is used for making various vegetable preparations, salads, pickles and vegetable

Baked Cabbage, Beef & Cabbage Joes, Braised Cabbage, Spiced Napa Cabbage Salad, Spiced White

soups. Cabbage is believed to be originated in the coastal southern and western Europe. Cauliflower plant is

Cabbage, Stuffed Cabbage With Turkey, Swedish Cabbage Rolls, Sweet-&-Sour Baked Cabbage, Szechwan

grown for its white tender heads called ‘curds’; it is grown as a winter vegetable in tropics and subtropics. It is

Style Cabbage Relish, Two-Potato Pork And Cabbage Casserole, Two-Tone Slaw In A Cabbage Bowl,

a biennial plant like other Brassica vegetables but grown as an annual for vegetable purposes. It is grown as

Unstuffed Cabbage, Whole Stuffed Cabbage, Wok-Steamed Corn Beef And Cabbage ...and much much more

a biennial crop for seed production purposes. Cauliflower curd is a highly modified flower stalk (stalk of the

This is a very satisfying book, however I would recommend you eat something before you read this book, or

inflorescence); no part of the flower/inflorescence is apparent in a curd. Cauliflower curds are used as a

you won't be able to make it through without reaching for a skillet or saucepan! Cabbage Greats is packed

vegetable in curries and soups. Curds are also used for pickling purposes.

with more information than you could imagine. 97 delicious dishes covering everything, each employing

Side Dish Recipes, Cabbage Recipes Christina Peterson 2020-12-27 How to Make Cabbage Recipes

ingredients that should be simple to find and include Cabbage. This cookbook offers great value and would

Cabbage Casserole Hungarian Stuffed Cabbage Cabbage Salad Stuffed Cabbage Rolls (2) Danish Brown

make a fabulous gift. This book will also give you enough inspiration to experiment with different ingredients

Cabbage Red Cabbage Serbian Cabbage Asian Style Cole Slaw Nine Day Slaw Chicken and Coleslaw Salad

since you'll find the extensive index to be extremely helpful. The recipes are superb. Wonderfully easy to put

Cabbage and Beef Soup Unstuffed Cabbage Cole Slaw Salad Cabbage Salad Overnight Cabbage Salad

together and you don't have to make or purchase a ton of condiments before you have a chance to play with

Cabbage Nut Salad Cabbage Ramen Noodle Salad Cabbage Salad with Apples Cabbage Sauerkraut (2) Cole

them. Yummy!!

Slaw Dressing Cole Slaw Sauerkraut Salad Stir Fry Cabbage Kraut Burgers German Cabbage Rolls Runzas:

Cabbage Recipes Johanna Davidson 2015-01-21 ** The Ultimate Cabbage Recipe Guide ** Cabbage is a

What is it? A runza is a yeast dough bread pocket with a filling consisting of beef, cabbage or sauerkraut,

strong and easy to grow vegetable. It inexpensive, and is found in almost all parts of the world. Cabbage has

onions, and seasonings. Runzas can be baked into various shapes such as a half-moon, a rectangle, a

been known throughout the ages, both for its nutritional values, and for its medicinal values. It has recently

round, a square, or a triangle. The recipes are from the files of my Grandmother who homesteaded in South

become recognized that it can reduce the risk of certain forms of cancer. We have collected over 30 of the
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most delicious and best selling recipes from around the world. Enjoy! - Did You Know - Cabbage contains

Cookbook Healthy Salad Dressing Recipe Summer Salads Cookbook Cabbage Cookbook ✩ DOWNLOAD

more Vitamin C than an Orange. Cabbage is a good detoxifier, it purifies the blood and removes toxins.

FREE eBook (PDF) included FULL of ILLUSTRATIONS for EVERY RECIPES right after conclusion ✩I really

Cabbage is a very low-calorie food. One cup of chopped, raw cabbage contains only 21 calories. Cabbage is

hope that each book in the series will be always your best friend in your little kitchen.Let's live happily and eat

very rich in fiber and is a good cure for constipation and related problems. Take a peek at some of the

fruit and vegetable every day!Enjoy the book,

recipes you can find inside! Cabbage Tamales Hot & Sour Cabbage Soup Cabbage Burger Balls Delicious

Encyclopedia of Cabbage Patch Kids Jan Lindenberger 1999-01-01 Since 1978 when Cabbage Patch Kids*r

Cabbage Stew Fried Cabbage Texas Style Introduce Cabbage into your diet today! Scroll Up & Grab Your

dolls were "born," children have cuddled them and added new members of the clan into their hearts. This

Copy NOW!

book presents the many varieties in 60 specialty lines made by three major U.S. toy companies (Coleco,

The Decay of Cabbage in Storage Leonard Lee Harter 1909

Hasbro, Mattel) and many foreign companies (including Jesmar, Tsukuda, Tri-Ang Pedigree, Lili Ledy) in the

Simple And Quick Cabbage Cookbook Celeste Speidell 2021-07-15 Cabbage is a great source of vitamin K,

1980s. Over 750 color photos with descriptions and pricing information make this the most useful book for

vitamin C, and vitamin B6. Besides this it is very good source of manganese, dietary fiber, potassium, vitamin

identifying Cabbage Patch Kids dolls.

B1, folate and copper. Choline, phosphorus, magnesium, vitamin B12, calcium, selenium, iron, protein, and

School Gardening for Little Children Lucy R. Latter 1906

niacin can be found in the cabbage. In this book, you will discover: - Ukrainian Cabbage Rolls - Cabbage

Marketing Cabbage Alexander Edmond Cance 1924 Of facts and figures. pp. 47.

Salad - Spicy Cabbage - Danish Cabbage - Russian Cabbage - Much, much more! Get your copy today!

Cabbage Recipes Heviz's 2015-12-15 Table of content* Frizzled Cabbage* Simmered Cabbage*

Easy Cabbage Cooking Guide Eusebio McCrain 2021-08-09 This book gives you a great variety of recipes

CabbageNoodles* Smothered Cabbage* Cabbage Rolls* Grilled Cabbage* Stuffed Cabbage Rolls* Cabbage

made out of cabbage. Cabbage is used as a main ingredient in all the recipes which provide you a huge

Soup* Cabbage and Beef Soup* Vietnamese Cabbage* Mile-High Cabbage Pie* Skillet Cabbage* Cabbage

variety of flavors just out of cabbage itself. No, there are no salad recipes in this book and to find out about

Toran* Ethiopian Cabbage* Purple Cabbage & Pecan Salad* Cabbage Salsa* Cabbage Patch Soup* Easy

the hidden recipes, you will have to get this book. In this book, you will discover: - Irish Cabbage & Bacon

Cabbage and Noodles* Fried Cabbage* Oven Roasted Cabbage* Thai Cabbage* Sauteed Cabbage

Soup - Slow Cooker Cabbage & Cannellini Bean Soup - Coleslaw & Beef Baps - Tangy Lemon Slaw - Stuffed

The Common Cabbage Worm Frank Hurlbut Chittenden 1916

Cabbage Rolls - Potato & Cabbage Saute - Braised Cabbage - And so much more! Get your copy today!

The Palmetto Book Jono Miller 2021-03-16 The natural and cultural history of an iconic plant The palmetto,

50 Cabbage Recipes Imani Miranda 2020-07-17 If you're living a sedentary or inactive lifestyle, this book

also known as the cabbage palm or Sabal palmetto, is an iconic part of the southeastern American landscape

might INSPIRE you to eat more Fruit and Vegetable!✩ Read this book for FREE on the Kindle Unlimited

and the state tree of Florida and South Carolina. In The Palmetto Book, Jono Miller offers surprising facts and

NOW! ✩Let's discover the book "50 Cabbage Recipes" in the parts listed below: Chapter 1: Cabbage Soup

dispels common myths about an important native plant that remains largely misunderstood. Miller answers

Recipes Chapter 2: Awesome Cabbage Recipes Although this isn't a vegetarian book, the recipes are angled

basic questions such as: Are palms trees? Where did they grow historically? When should palmettos be

in such a way that encourages people to eat less meat and more fruits and vegetables, and it presents a

pruned? What is swamp cabbage and how do you prepare it? Did Winslow Homer's watercolors of palmettos

variety of vegan choices. There's also an attempt to meet certain dietary requirements. Midway through

inadvertently document rising sea level? How can these plants be both flammable and fireproof? Based on

writing this "50 Cabbage Recipes", I had to begin a strict detox program after suffering from parasite

historical research, Miller argues that cabbage palms can live for more than two centuries. The palmettos that

infestation. I consulted a nutritionist who provided me with a list of foods to avoid such as dairy, sugar, and

were used to build Fort Moultrie at the start of the Revolutionary War thwarted a British attack on Charleston--

wheat. I was also given a list of foods I MUST EAT. Loads of fruit and vegetables were at the top of the

and ended up on South Carolina's flag. Delving into biology, Miller describes the anatomy of palm fronds and

nutritionist's list. And they worked! Most of the recipes in this book came from my detox program. I strongly

their crisscrossed leaf bases, called bootjacks. He traces the underground "saxophone" structure of the young

believe in a healthy balance. Sometimes, everyone needs a slice of the cake.You also see more different

plant's root system. He explores the importance of palmettos for many wildlife species, including Florida

types of recipes such as: Chinese Soup Cookbook Asian Salad Cookbook Tomato Soup Recipe Coleslaw

Scrub-Jays and honey bees. Miller also documents how palmettos can pose problems for native habitats,

cabbage
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citrus groves, and home landscapes. From Low Country sweetgrass baskets to Seminole chickees and an

the University of South Carolina School of Library and Information Science. Patricia Moore-Pastides, First

Elvis Presley movie set, the story of the cabbage palm touches on numerous dimensions of the natural and

Lady of the University of South Carolina and author of Greek Revival from the Garden: Growing and Cooking

cultural history of the Southeast. Exploring both the past and present of this distinctive species, The Palmetto

for Life, offers a foreword about her friendship with Katie and her admiration of Katie’s dream to end hunger

Book is a fascinating and enlightening journey.

one garden at a time.

The Culinary Handbook ... Charles Fellows 1904

Reheated Cabbage Irvine Welsh 2010 A collection of short stories from the author of Trainspotting.

Katie's Cabbage Katie Stagliano 2014-12-12 Katie’s Cabbage is the inspirational true story of how Katie

Mr Cabbage and Family Gerald and Usanna Stribling 2019-11-29 Mr Cabbage and Family is a historical and

Stagliano, a third grader from Summerville, South Carolina, grew a forty-pound cabbage in her backyard and

culinary walk through the crucifer family. Gerald and Usanna Stribling uncover surprisingly interesting

donated it to help feed 275 people at a local soup kitchen. In her own words, Katie shares the story of the

information about the cabbage family and its development over the ages. They describe its botanical structure

little cabbage seedling and the big ideas of generosity and service that motivated her to turn this experience

and nutritional value, with details of its cultivation and storage, as well as various preserving methods, health

into Katie’s Krops, a national youth movement aimed at ending hunger one vegetable garden at a time.

values and other uses. Within these pages, readers will find mouth-watering recipes to try out from all over

Katie’s Cabbage reminds us of how small things can grow and thrive when nurtured with tender loving and

the world, from delicious soups from the American South, to sumptuous curries from India, to Italian and

care and of how one person, with the support of family, friends, and community, can help make a powerful

French feasts, along with much more. This comprehensive history of the cabbage family and its usage today

difference in the lives of so many. Katie’s Cabbage was illustrated by Karen Heid, associate professor of art

will appeal to all food lovers, especially those with a taste for this particularly diverse and delectable

education at the University of South Carolina School of Visual Art and Design. Editorial assistance was

vegetable.

provided by Michelle H. Martin, a dedicated gardener and the Augusta Baker Chair in Childhood Literacy at
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